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Bust Through Your Keto Weight Loss Stall

10 Tips I Use to Break a Keto Weight Loss Stall 

In the epic battle to lose stubborn fat, no one wants to encounter the dreaded weight loss stall. You already
uprooted your Standard American life entirely by cutting out all of your favorite processed carbs. You were
rewarded generously with quick and easy weight loss.

As you witnessed the pounds melt off with ease, you probably thought this whole keto thing was too good to
be true. Eat delicious foods that are low in carbs and poof! Fat be gone!

Then one day you realized keto was too good to be true! All of the sudden you found yourself in a big fat keto
weight loss stall. Even though you’ve desperately tried every secret weapon in your keto arsenal to make the
scale budge, for the love of all bacon and fat bombs, the scale won’t #*@&!^ move!!!

In fact, I’ll bet if you ever experienced the frustration of a weight loss stall on keto, these thoughts sound
familiar:

“What’s the point of giving up carbs if I’m not  
losing weight each week?”

“Maybe Jillian Michaels is right.  
Maybe keto is just a fad diet after all.”

“Should go back to a super low calorie plan with keto macros? 
I will force that #*@&!^ scale move even if I have to  

starve myself to do so!”

If you really have had any of these thoughts, it’s time for some tough love.

Jillian Michaels is not right, eating real food low in carbs and high in healthy fats is not a fad diet, and eating a
very low calorie plan is the fastest way to screwing yourself up in the long run. Even Jillian should know this -
she has plenty of proof with the contestants she trained on The Biggest Loser who regained all of their weight
following this low calorie method.
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I lost my fair share of weight on a keto diet, I mean if you count more than 100 pounds as my fair share. Unlike
Jillian’s Biggest Loser Contestants, I’ve been able to maintain my 100+ pounds weight loss with ease for more
than 2 years.

You can bet all the bacon I also encountered my fair share of weight loss stalls while losing more than 100
pounds. This means I’ve been in the keto trenches and I worked hard to dig my way out. This also means I have
tips that really worked for me. These are the same tips you can use to bust through your keto weight loss stall. 
 
 
 

 Reading for My Top 10 Tips!Keep
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10 Tips to Break a Weight Loss Stall on Keto

#1 - 

When you first researched keto, surely you stumbled upon macros and how to count them in order to find keto
success. While some people can have smashing keto success just by lowering their carbs and never really
need to track at all, others need to dial in their macros and keep a close eye on their carb-to-protein-to-fat ratio
each day.

No matter which camp you pitch your tent in, (get your mind out of the gutter and pay attention), if you find
yourself in a weight loss stall on keto, the first thing you should do is get back to basics and track your macros.
It’s Keto 101, plain and simple.

The most important macro you’ll want to pay attention to is carbs; but in the case of a weight loss stall, fat and
protein matter too! It’s so easy to get lazy on a keto diet once you start seeing results. When you hit a stall, get
back to tracking to make sure your carbs are still low, your protein is still moderate and your fat is still high
enough to trigger ketosis.

#2 - Determine if You’re Even in Ketosis

While we’re on the topic of tracking, let’s talk tracking ketones.

If you’re stuck in a weight loss stall on keto, don’t forget to track ketones! And when I say track ketones, I mean
with a blood monitor like the Keto Mojo.

If you’re still tracking ketones through urine strips, you’re doing it all wrong! Use your hands to scroll through
this guide instead of peeing all over them while attempting to track ketones in all the wrong ways.

If you previously had successful ketone readings with a blood monitor, but then stopped pricking your finger
because you made it into ketosis, that could be the reason for your current stall. Just because you were in
ketosis once upon a time doesn’t mean you’ll automatically stay there.

Get Back to Basics
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When I found the most success on keto, it was before all of these delicious keto recipes came into abundance.
Allow me to go all reminiscent grandpa on you for a moment. Back in my day, we didn’t have keto cupcakes for
breakfast. I ate scrambled eggs topped with butter with a side of bacon, and I liked it! I had to walk 10 miles in
the snow, uphill just to get a fresh carton eggs and a small slab of bacon.

OK, no I didn’t. And my impression of a reminiscent grandpa is pretty bad. But I did lose the majority of my 100+
pounds by eating real foods like meat, eggs, veggies, nuts, cheese and coconut oil. I didn’t even add my
beloved chocolate fat bombs to my daily menu until I was well into my weight loss efforts.

If you’re currently experiencing a weight loss stall on keto, ditch the keto fun recipes like keto pancakes and
keto brownies. Get back to the basic real foods that we as humans are meant to consume.

#4 - Ditch Keto Sweeteners

People will tell you that carbs found in keto sweeteners don’t count. I’m here to tell you, THEY ABSOLUTELY
COUNT!

Did you even know there are carbs in some of our favorite keto sweeteners? Take Swerve as an example. Even
with a listed count of 0 calories per serving, Swerve still contains 4 grams of carbs per 1 teaspoon...and most
people use far more than 1 teaspoon when whipping up their keto treats.

Just because many people aren’t counting the sweetener carbs found in keto treats, that doesn’t mean their
bodies aren’t counting them. If you’re not counting carbs that your body is, it will be very easy for you to overdo
carbs on keto.

#5 - Avoid “Keto Approved” Foods You May Be Sensitive To

The cheese stands alone! However, in the case of foods that may cause keto weight loss stalls, it doesn’t.
When it comes to food sensitivities, dairy is in good company with nuts, nut flours & nut butters, artificial
sweeteners and even some veggies!

Much of the magic of a keto diet is it reduces inflammation once you remove highly processed carbs that
cause inflammation in most people. Some of our favorite keto friendly foods, like cheese and nuts, can cause
inflammation in those sensitive to these foods.

#3 - Review Food Quality
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If you haven’t been able to dig yourself out of a keto weight loss stall, try removing some of these common
problematic foods for a while to see if that helps you bust through your weight loss stall.

#6 - Count All The Carbs

As you learned in How to Succeed on Keto without Really Trying, counting net carbs as opposed to total carbs
can be a slippery slope. While some people find smashing success only counting net carbs, which are the total
carbs found in a food minus fiber and sugar alcohols, this can kill other’s weight loss attempts entirely.

Even if you previously found success counting only net carbs, if you’re stuck in a weight loss stall that you can’t
break, count all the carbs! Your body is likely counting all of the carbs you eat, and so should you!

#7 - Test Out New Routines

If you’re following the same old, same old when it comes to your workout routine, your body can adjust. This
can mean less progress for you, even though you feel like you’re still working hard at shedding stubborn fat.

Give your body a little shock by switching up your routine.

If you’re strumming along on the elliptical day in and day out, try something new. The perfect something new
would be to add a weight resistance routine to your workout if you don’t already follow one. In either case,
keep your workouts fresh so your body doesn’t adjust to the same old, same old.

#8 - Try A Different Fasting Routine

If you currently follow a 16:8 fasting routine daily, but you’re not getting results, try throwing in a few 24 hour
fasts each week. The routine I followed when I saw the quickest fat loss results was following a fasting routine
of 16:8 most days of the week. On Mondays and Fridays, I’d switch up my routine by attempting a full 24 hour
fast.

Speaking of variety, if you’re currently following an OMAD (one meal a day) fasting schedule and that’s not
working for you, add a few 16:8 fasting days to your week. Just do something different. Give the change you
made enough time to see if that change works for you.
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Perhaps I jumped the gun with tip #8. If you haven’t added intermittent fasting to your routine yet, you could be
missing out on an excellent opportunity to shed excess fat simply by pushing your meals out a little later in the
day, or by not eating after dinner.

If you don’t currently use intermittent fasting as a fat loss tool in your routine, check out this video to get
started. Even just adding a daily 12-14 hour fast to start can make a huge difference in your results...and it can
be way easier than you think.

#10 - Determine If You’re Really In A Weight Loss Stall

While the scale may be at a stand still and no matter what you do you can’t get it to #*@&!^ move, that doesn’t
automatically mean you’re stuck in a weight loss stall.

You could be gaining muscle (yes, even if you’re not a bodybuilder) and your body composition could be
changing since muscle weighs more by volume than fat.

Take the progress pictures below as an example. If I just went by the scale weight for these photos, I would
have thought I was in a major weight loss stall! After all, I only lost half of a pound between the 2 photos.

#9 - Try Intermittent Fasting
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In reality, while my scale weight wasn’t changing, my body composition was. I was losing fat, while gaining
more muscle. To be honest, gaining muscle didn’t even take all that much effort on my part since I was only
weight training 1-2 days each week.

As I previously mentioned, use other tools to determine if you’re even in a weight loss stall in the first place.
Take progress pictures, take note on how your clothes fit and use measurements to measure progress.

Break Your Stall
 
If you’re stuck in a weight loss stall on keto, these tips are some great starting points to help you break through
your stall. Keep in mind there are many more reasons YOU could be stuck in a keto weight loss stall. Learn
even more reasons in our FREE Troubleshooting Keto Roadblocks Workshop.

There’s a lot of bad keto advice in the Ketosphere. This is the same advice other keto leaders swear by, yet only
half of the people following them get results. Is that just a funny coincidence? Or is it because many keto
leaders are giving the same cookie cutter plans to everyone who follows them?

Even if they’re doling out keto cookie cutter plans, we’re all different with different body chemistries and
different needs. The best thing YOU can do for ultimate keto success is to learn how to individualize a plan
meant for you.

You’ll never know if you’re following a plan that’s not right for you if you don’t take the time to learn more about
how YOUR body functions. Luckily for you, we’re teaching how to individualize a keto plan that’s right for you in
our FREE Troubleshooting Keto Roadblocks Workshop. 

During the workshop, we review common keto roadblocks that could be keeping you stuck, and how to move
past these roadblocks based on your chemistry and individual needs. 
 
 

Read Our Keto Success Stories Below!
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One of our Keto Decoded members Suzanne went through this workshop last year. She lost over 65 pounds by
learning how to improve her digestion & individualize keto for her. More than one year after starting, she’s still
going strong and learning more each day!

 
 also learned how to improve her digestion & how to make keto right for her. Just like me, Alissa was

stuck in a 20 year yo-yo diet weight loss battle. Just like me, Alissa had many health struggles during her 2
decade battle.

Alissa
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She learned how to improve digestion & how to individualize a keto plan meant for her. In return she received
amazing results. In a relatively short amount of time, Alissa lost 58 pounds and her amazing results don’t end
there! She went from a pants size 16 to a size 6, improved her A1C from diabetic levels of 7.7 to a completely
normal range of 5.1, improved years of painful heartburn while also getting rid of the PPIs she took for frequent
heartburn, stopped taking bi-weekly Humira injections for arthritis and so much more!

Another one of our Keto Decoded members  recently lost more than 20 pounds by working to improve
her digestion, while also following a keto plan that fits her life. While her plan admittedly isn't always perfect,
she works hard in the gym & on eating the right mix of keto friendly foods to see amazing results! Amber's
consistent & reliable results are what we strive to help our members achieve through our 
Keto Decoded Membership. 
 
Amber is proof that you don't always have to get it perfect, but you do have to get it going to see amazing
results!

 
Sure, following random keto advice in the Ketosphere might get you some results...but some of that advice can
also land you in a big old keto weight loss stall. It turns out, learning how to individualize a keto plan that’s right
for YOU - this can help you get WAY BIGGER RESULTS! This means, you’re going to want to register for our
workshop ;)

I can’t wait to see you in the workshop...and hear about the amazing results you get following a keto plan that’s
right for you!

Amber
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M�e About Nissa Graun:
Nissa Graun is the author of My Big Fat Life Transformation, How to Succeed on Keto Without Really Trying and
The Lazy Keto Gourmet. She is the co-creator of the Keto Decoded Membership, which is helping new people
find their path to low-carb, high-fat success every day. Nissa is also the co-host of the Chat the Fat Podcast.
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Resources:

Get My Free Guide

 
Eating Fat is the New Skinny Website

Digestion Course

Chat the Fat podcast

Books

Supplements

Keto Decoded Membership

Free Troubleshooting Keto Workshop

Be social - let’s connect!

Facebook

Join my Facebook Group

Instagram

YouTube
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